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Book 62: Kit the Queen

(Text Level Code 88)

Written by Francis Morgan, Illustrated by Josephine Lai

Kit the Queen

New letter

- qu (uses two sounds /k/ /w/)
New Words
- queen, Kit, all, as
Level 16 Review Words
- box, Max, fox
Plot Summary
Kit the Cat invites her friends to a party, where they
play dress-up wearing masks. After deciding what
masks to wear, they go to the party. Mit pretends to be
a bad man. There is an exciting ending when a real
man shows up.
Story Questions (Comprehension)
1. page 1: What does Mat get from Kit?
2. page 7: What mask does Kit wear to the party?
3. page 11: Who is wearing a bad man mask?
4. page 12: How does Mat know a man is wearing
a lion mask?
5. page 13: 		Why does Sam chase the man away?

Each new word throughout the program is repeated at
least five times in the book in which it first appears and
five more times in the next ten books.
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“Kit the cat wishes to see us.
She asks that we all go with masks on.”

1

“What will we go as, Mat?
I will go as a rat.”

2

“Well, as Pip has a rat mask,
I will go with a frog mask.”

“I will get a queen mask,” said Max.
“No, Kit the Cat will be the queen,”
said Mat.
3

4

“Max the Fox can go as a fish.
We will all need a mask.”

“I will not go as a fish.
I will get a zebra mask.”

5

6

The queen met them all.
It was Kit with a queen mask on.

“We all need to kiss the queen’s hand,”
said Max.

7

8

“It will be fun,” said Kit the queen.
“Let us all fill up with fig jam.”

“No, it is the bad man.
The man with the box and the van.
Max the Fox will need to run.”
9

10

“No, I am Mit.
This is a bad man mask.”

“Kit, see the feet. See the hand.
It is a man.”

11

12

“It is the bad man,” says Max.
“Go and get Sam.
I will not go in the box.”

The bad man can see Sam.
Sam is very big.
The man ran fast to his van.
13

14

